We believe in the power of extending healing

and hope to others, whether it is within our offices
or through outreach. To support this belief, we
have put together a variety of ways for you to
access inspiration, encouragement, knowledge,
and insight. Check us out at ccmcounseling.com.

Let us help you to help others.

Lighting the way to a

We offer presentations to various groups. Topics
are listed on our website.

We are a non-profit organization

healthier you …

that accepts donations for our Angel Fund. This
fund provides us the opportunity to offer free
counseling services to people who otherwise
could not access it.

2150 Memorial Drive
Suite 213
Green Bay, WI 54303
920-498-3383
www.ccmcounseling.com

Insurance & Sliding Fees Available

… mind, spirit and body.
A tradition
of healing
and hope.

“God with us”

Exodus 3:14

Welcome to
CCM
Counseling
& Wellness
By connecting to the amazing
strength that exists within you,
we believe it’s possible to break
free from what’s holding you
back & generating limitations
in your life. Your ability to heal
& embrace a healthy, fulfilling
life is far greater than anyone
has allowed you to believe.
Together we can ensure that
you have the opportunity to
discover, create, & live your
best life.
Rooted in God’s love &
compassion, CCM Counseling
& Wellness provides an
inviting, secure, & nurturing
environment. In this safe &
comfortable place our staff
lovingly supports & works with
our clients as they sort through
their concerns, transitions, &
choices. The belief that it is
vital to go beyond traditional
therapy to include the whole
person (mind, spirit, &
body) has attributed to our
successfully supporting our
clients for over three decades.

“Do one thing. Forget everything that is behind and look
forward to that which is ahead.”
Philippians 3:13
The Story
of the Lighthouse
Our professional therapists provide individual counseling & coaching
services for adults, teens, & children. We also are available for couples &
family therapy. We believe that the client/therapist relationship must be
grounded in respect, acceptance, & trust.
If you have concerns about anxiety, depression, marriage issues, trauma,
anger, stress, grief, PTSD, aging, OCD, family issues, divorce recovery,
or eating disorders, we do more than just manage symptoms. We empower
clients to move forward toward a more confident, balanced, & meaningful life.
Our counselors specialize in EMDR, Christian counseling, Brainspotting, CBT,
RAD, Holistic Breathwork, & other mental health interventions that help people
overcome or build healthier approaches to their concerns.
EMDR
Eye Movement Desensitization
Reprocessing

This process enables people to heal from
the symptoms & emotional distress that are
the result of disturbing life experiences.

Breathwork

When we face stress we tend to hold our
breath too long, which traps the heavy
energy inside our bodies. Breathwork uses
our bodies as a road map. The vehicle is
the particular way we breath during the
process.

Reiki

Reiki provides relief from anxiety &
depression, improves sleep, reduces
symptoms created by chronic & acute
illnesses, lessens muscle & nerve
pain, strengthens the immune system, clears & releases toxins, & brings
the body back into an overall place
of balance & relaxation. It is also a
wonderful tool that enhances trauma
processing.

Since the founding of CCM, we have described
to clients that we are a “safe place to heal
hurting hearts”. More recently, we chose the
lighthouse to represent CCM Counseling &
Wellness. Lighthouses are secure structures
that have a bright light. They are beacons
that guide ships & identify the safe ports. To
welcome our clients into their safe port, the
reception area wall has a lighthouse & within
the beam of light is the word BELIEVE. This
is a reminder to our clients that we believe
they have the power to achieve the life they
deserve.
We now celebrate an even more inspiring
reason for having a lighthouse represent CCM.
Yes, we are a safe place for clients to heal.
Even more exciting is that we witness our
clients becoming their own lighthouse. Our
clients connect to their inner strength, heal, &
beam brightly.
It’s your time to shine…take your first step
forward & call for an appointment.

Brainspotting

Brainspotting accesses parts of the brain
that are often hidden from our awareness.
By getting to the core issue, we can gain
access to the roots of our feelings, allowing
our brains to process the material that is
causing the emotional or physical reaction.

A
FRESH
START

